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Abstract
Non-perturbative measurements of low-intensity charged particle beams are particularly challenging to beam diagnostics due to the low amplitude of the induced electromagnetic fields. In the low-energy antiproton decelerator (AD) and the future extra low energy antiproton rings at CERN, an absolute measurement of the beam intensity is essential to monitor the operation efficiency. Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) based cryogenic current comparators (CCC) have been used for measuring slow charged beams in the nA range, showing a very good current resolution. But these were unable to measure fast bunched beams, due to the slew-rate limitation of SQUID devices and presented a strong susceptibility to external perturbations. Here, we present a CCC system developed for the AD machine, which was optimised in terms of its current resolution, system stability, ability to cope with short bunched beams, and immunity to mechanical vibrations. This paper presents the monitor design and the first results from measurements with a low energy antiproton beam obtained in the AD in 2015. These are the first CCC beam current measurements ever performed in a synchrotron machine with both coasting and short bunched beams. It is shown that the system is able to stably measure the AD beam throughout the entire cycle, with a current resolution of 30 nA.
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1. Introduction

The non-perturbative detection and measurement of charged particle beams is an important aspect for different fields and applications relying on low-intensity beams. Low-intensity beams are found in areas as diverse as antimatter studies with antiprotons [1, 2], nuclear physics studies using rare isotope beams [3, 4], hadron cancer therapy [5], mass spectroscopy [6] or ion implantation in semiconductor fabrication [7]. All these areas would profit from an online non-perturbing beam intensity measurement with absolute calibration.

Typical non-perturbative beam monitoring techniques rely on sensing the electromagnetic fields induced by the beam. Low-intensity beams present a considerable challenge due to the weak signals available to the diagnostic pickups, while, at the same time, the environment found in a particle accelerator usually generates high EMI background noise levels, which further complicate precise measurements. Traditional devices that are able to measure DC beams like the...
DC current transformer are limited in current resolution to $\sim 1 \mu \text{A}$ [8]. While Schottky-noise based monitors are very inaccurate when measuring low-intensity DC beams, and present a strong bunch length dependency for bunched beams [9], also these can not be easily calibrated for an absolute measurement.

### 2. Low-energy antiproton beams

The CERN low-energy antiproton ($\bar{p}$) physics experiments are currently served by the antiproton decelerator (AD) synchrotron. Its main purpose is to collect and decelerate the high-energy $\bar{p}$’s produced by colliding a proton beam against a fixed metal target [10, 11]. RF fields are used to decrease the beam energy, while beam cooling techniques are required to minimise the beam phase-space distribution and thus any particle losses. A precise measurement of the number of accumulated $\bar{p}$’s throughout the entire AD cycle is important to optimise the machine settings to deliver the maximum possible number of particles, and also to reduce the beam setup times. Currently, beam intensity measurement is provided by a Schottky-noise monitor that presents considerable limitations. During the debunched beam phases the accuracy and time resolution of the Schottky measurement is very poor, and during the bunched phases it is sensitive to the bunch longitudinal structure. Also, it does not allow for an absolute current calibration.

At the beginning of the AD deceleration cycle, shown in figure 1, $\bar{p}$’s are injected with a momentum of 3.57 GeV/$c$ corresponding to a velocity $\beta = 0.967$, and at extraction the momentum is 0.1 GeV/$c$ and $\beta = 0.106$. For a nominal injection, with $N = 5 \times 10^7 \bar{p}$, the beam electric current ranges from 12 $\mu$A to 300 nA. The AD cycle consists of different phases: during the beam cooling phases the beam is debunched and its velocity decreases, this corresponds to the cycle descending ramps; at beam injection and ejection beam is also bunched.

At injection the beam is composed of 4 bunches, each with a length of $4\Delta t = 30 \text{ ns}$, assuming a Gaussian longitudinal shape. This is the moment when the current slew-rate reaches its highest value.

#### 3. The cryogenic current comparator (CCC)

The CCC was first developed by Harvey in 1972 [12] for the precise measurement of DC current ratios in metrology systems, and a first proposal for utilising superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) based diagnostics to measure beam current in a particle accelerator was made by Kuchnir at Fermilab [13]. Afterwards, the CCC was adapted and optimised for the measurement of particle beam currents by Peters et al at GSI [14] and Tanabe et al at INS [15]. Also, Vodel, Geithner et al [16–18] at DESY have used a CCC to measure electron dark currents from superconducting RF accelerating cavities. These projects used low-temperature superconductor technology and have shown the principle ability of CCC devices to measure beam currents with nA resolution. Other groups, including Hao et al [19] and Watanabe et al [20], have developed CCC devices using high-temperature superconductors but their current resolution was limited to values of the order of 100 nA.

Nonetheless, all these projects suffered from issues concerning sensitivity to mechanical vibrations and EMI perturbations. Furthermore, these setups were used for measuring slow beams, usually from transfer lines of accelerators, where the induced beam signal presented a reduced slew-rate, and were unable to measure short bunched beams presenting a high current slew-rate.

In collaboration between CERN, the GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research, Friedrich Schiller University and Helmholtz Institute Jena, an operational CCC, adapted to the specific needs of the AD and extra low energy antiproton (ELENA) rings, has been successfully developed and tested. The functioning principle of the CCC is illustrated in figure 2. It is based on the measurement of the magnetic field induced by the particle beam to be measured [21]. The magnetic flux is concentrated in a high-permeability ferromagnetic pickup core from which it is coupled into the SQUID sensor via a superconducting flux transformer circuit. A superconducting magnetic shield structure containing the pickup core, with a meander structure [22], renders the coupled magnetic field nearly independent of the beam transverse position while also shielding the system against external magnetic field perturbations. A matching transformer is used to adapt the inductance of the pickup core $L_p$ to the input inductance of the SQUID $L_s$, maximising the beam signal coupling to the SQUID.
The coupling strength $S_{bf}$ is given by:

$$S_{bf} = \frac{\phi_{s quid}}{I_{beam}} = \left[ \frac{M_i M_P M_f}{(L_P + L_1)(L_2 + L_i) - M_f^2} \right],$$

where $M_P$ is the mutual inductance between the beam current and the pickup core coil self-inductance $L_P$, $M_f$ is the mutual inductance of the matching transformer and $L_{1,2}$ are the respective primary and secondary self-inductances. The signal-to-noise ratio of the current measurement, when considering only the intrinsic noise sources, is enhanced by increasing the inductance factor of the pickup core. For a fixed geometry this is achieved by selecting ferromagnetic materials with high magnetic permeability at cryogenic temperatures as studied by Geithner et al.\[23, 24\]. SQUID devices are unparalleled in the sensitivity they exhibit to magnetic flux variations, but have a highly non-linear transfer function. Linearisation of the SQUID response is most commonly achieved with a readout scheme that implements a flux-locked loop (FLL) mode\[25\]. This scheme extends the dynamic range of SQUID systems, but also introduces a limitation on the maximum allowed slew-rate of the input signal, which is typically limited to less than 1–5 mV/μs ($\phi_0$ is the magnetic flux quanta), depending on the level of coupled noise, bandwidth of feedback loop and length of cables. In order to keep the stability of the SQUID/FLL feedback loop, the slew-rate of the AD beam current signal needs to be strongly reduced.

### 4. AD implementation

The main design challenges were to adapt the CCC monitor to cope with the high slew-rate of the AD beam current while retaining its superior current resolution, to have a cryogenic system design so that the level of liquid helium in the monitor’s cryostat is kept constant without the need for periodic liquid-helium refills, with the cooling power provided by a cryocooler, and to optimise the mechanical performance by minimising the transmission of vibrations to the CCC. For the cryogenic system a new cryostat was designed and manufactured at CERN, and a commercial reliquifier unit with a pulse-tube cryocooler\[7\] was used.

In the AD CCC the core has a single turn inductance $L_P = 104 \, \mu \text{H}$, while the SQUID device\[8\] has an input coil self-inductance $L_i = 400 \, \text{nH}$ and mutual inductance $M_i = 2 \phi_0/\mu \text{A}$. The obtained DC coupling strength is $S_{bf} = 10.87 \, \phi_0/\mu \text{A}$. If this sensitivity was constant for all the frequency content of the injection signal, the slew-rate of the magnetic flux coupled to the SQUID at injection would be $93.5 \, \text{G} \phi_0/\text{s}$. Considering the frequency dependency of the ferromagnetic pickup core permeability, made of Nanoperm [23], this value is reduced to $1.19 \, \text{G} \phi_0/\text{s}$, which is still 3 orders of magnitude higher than the SQUID limit. Further reduction of the slew-rate was accomplished by inserting an RC-parallel filter in the primary coupling circuit, as shown in figure 2. Since the circuit loop needs to be kept superconducting in order to couple DC fields, it is not possible to add any series resistance. This imposes strong constraints on the exact configuration and order of the filter. The transfer function is given by:

$$S_{bf}(s) = \frac{M_i'}{L_i'C} \times \left[ \frac{1}{s^2 + \frac{1}{RC} + \frac{1}{LC}} \right],$$

with $M_i' = \frac{M_M}{L_i + L_2}$, $L_i' = L_i - \frac{M_f^2}{L_i + L_2}$ and $L = \frac{L_i' L_P}{L_i' + L_P}$.

The design bandwidth was set to $1 \, \text{kHz}$, which allows for sufficient time resolution to probe into the beam physics effects of interest. This results in a reduction of the theoretical maximum slew-rate at the SQUID to $0.97 \, \text{M} \phi_0/\text{s}$, which should be already under the SQUID/FLL limits. In order to increase the stability margin, an RF-bypass for the shielding beam mirror currents was installed in the ceramic gap of the beam pipe as shown in figure 2. Adding the RC filter in the SQUID coupling circuit presents the drawback that the thermal noise generated by $R$ will be the dominant noise source, among the intrinsic noise sources (others are the SQUID/FLL electronics and the ferromagnetic core noise) [26], from $1 \, \text{kHz}$ down to the $1/f$ corner frequency, and equates to $\sim 300 \, \text{pA Hz}^{-1/2}$. Still, this is low enough to permit a current resolution of the order of $10 \, \text{nA}$.

The stability of the SQUID/FLL system to the AD beam injection current was confirmed by laboratory measurements using a stretched wire passing through the cryostat beam opening and a waveform generator. Figure 3 shows the measurement for successive injections of a bunched signal with an average current equal to $18 \, \mu \text{A}$, i.e. $50\%$ more than the expected AD beam current at injection. The absence of a sustained strong drift indicates that the system is able to cope with the signal slew-rate, during the steady-state and during the even more demanding transient regime after each time the source was switched on and off, without significant flux-

\[7\] Manufactured by Cryomech Inc.
\[8\] Manufactured by Magnicon GmbH.
jumps. The long-term oscillations of the average current reading at the top and bottom values, observed in middle plot of figure 3, vary within ±100 nA for the observed period and may have multiple origins. At low-frequencies (below ~500 Hz for Nanoperm [23]), the $1/f$ thermal noise due to the ferromagnetic core magnetic viscosity [26] becomes the dominant intrinsic noise source [27], which will cause long-term fluctuations. Also different external perturbations are known to affect the CCC reading, such as fluctuations in the pressure of the liquid helium bath in the cryostat or mechanical vibrations. Further studies still need to be conducted to identify and measure the different sources that may affect the measurement, and eventually implement methods to deconvolute and suppress these perturbations. It can also be observed that the noise level is of the order of 100 nA for both, zero and 18 μA average current plateaus.

5. AD beam measurements

The monitor was installed in the AD ring and measurements were taken during the 2015 physics run. Calibration of current measurement is performed by injecting a known current from a precision current source into the calibration loop shown in figure 2. Laboratory measurements comparing the response to a current injected into the calibration loop and into a beam simulating wire passing through the beam pipe section of the cryostat had shown compatible output values.

Measurements taken in the AD have shown an excess of noise at frequencies that are odd multiples of 50 Hz, which was the main cause for the degraded current resolution amounting to 275 nA. A significant flux jump was also observed in the SQUID/FLL working point, occurring at the instant when two bunch rotation RF cavities are switched on (occurring once per cycle, around 50 μs after injection). Both these limitations can be seen in the middle plot of figure 4.

To address these two limitations the obtained raw signal was filtered using a time-domain moving average low-pass filter, and the baseline of the signal after the flux jump was recovered by summing an offset term, obtainable after the beam ejection when one knows that the beam current must be zero. This results in a measurement with current resolution of 30 nA, and a bandwidth of 11 Hz.

The measurement in figure 4 corresponds to a beam commissioning cycle where the beam was entirely lost during the first cooling plateau. The instants of beam loss are clearly visible, what represents a significant improvement over the existing Schottky measurement.

The number of circulating $\beta$'s, to which we refer as the beam intensity, is obtained by normalising the measured current against the particle velocity according to equation (3), where $L$ is the circumference of the AD-ring. In the AD cycle, $\beta_{maj.} = 0.97$ at injection plateau and $\beta_{ej.} = 0.11$ at ejection.

$$N = \frac{L}{ec} \times \frac{I}{\beta}. \quad (3)$$

Figure 5 shows the intensity measurement for one AD cycle derived from the CCC current measurement using equation (3). The sampling rate on the beam current signal was 1 kHz, after applying the moving average filter with $N = 100$ the bandwidth was reduced to 4.4 Hz. In this measurement one can observe that $\frac{3.555 \pm 0.008}{10^7} \rho$ are first injected in the ring, and $\frac{2.50 \pm 0.05}{10^7} \rho$ remain at the moment of ejection. This represents a loss of 30% for this particular cycle. The improvement obtained with the CCC...
measurement over the Schottky one is clearly visible, particularly during the beam cooling phases, where the Schottky measurement presents a very bad resolution and accuracy due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio of the coasting beam signals. The CCC intensity measurement, on the other hand, is independent of the beam state along the AD cycle, i.e. whether it is bunched or not, achieving the same performance independently of the beam time structure. However, the absolute error of the intensity measurement increases with decreasing particle velocity, what is visible in figure 5.

6. Conclusions and outlook

A CCC monitor optimised for the AD and ELENA rings at CERN has been implemented and first measurements with beam have been carried out. These are the first CCC beam current measurements performed in a synchrotron using both coasting and short bunched beams.

The CCC is currently the only device able to measure non-perturbatively low intensity DC beams. A particular improvement is the possibility of absolute calibration of the experiments receiving the particle beam using data from the CCC, as well as cross-calibration of other intensity monitors for which no simple calibration method is available. A current intensity resolution of 30 nA was successfully demonstrated after low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency at 10 Hz. The system was able to cope with a beam current signal slew-rate exceeding 8 kA s$^{-1}$ maintaining the SQUID/FLL stability. The new cryostat mechanical design provided for an excellent decoupling of mechanical perturbations, enabling the CCC monitor to attain this performance even when the connected cryocooler unit was operating.

The excess of noise observed, primarily at 50 Hz and higher harmonics, is suspected to be due to stray currents flowing in the beam pipe that are then picked up by the monitor. Also the flux-jump occurring at the moment of injection is suspected to be generated by high-frequency stray currents circulating in the beam pipe at the moment of the discharge of bunch rotations cavities. The RF-bypass, installed in the ceramic gap shown in figure 2 in order to reduce the beam signal slew-rate, may be responsible for these two limitations. As part of future optimisation studies it will be considered the modification and relocation of this bypass.
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